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Flint Hire and Supply Ltd.
Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road 

London, SE8 5HY
020 7703 9786 — sales@flints.co.uk

www.flints.co.uk

It’s fair to say that when originally established in 1981 to provide 
the theatre industry with a single source for specialist theatre hardware and 
paints, we wouldn’t have imagined having the enormous product range and 
client base we have today! We now cater for Scenic Artists, Art Department 
Crews, Stage Managers, Production Managers, Workshop Managers, Set 
Decorators, Engineers, Carpenters, Painters and Propmakers and not just in 
theatre, film, and television – we now also have wonderful clients working in 
schools and universities, museums, shop display, and even fine artists helping 
with their installations [see page 370]. 

Despite being 2 years since our last Catalogue was published, it feels like it 
was only last month! However, that doesn’t mean we haven’t been working 
hard to update it’s contents in the meantime. Our focus has been very much 
inspired by the Theatre Green Book and sourcing alternative products to help 
you all make your productions as eco friendly as possible in the face of the 
Climate Crisis. Read more about our actions and plans on pages 2-3. We’ve 
also introduced a new role – Product Manager – and we’re delighted to have 
Jack who many of you will know from our trade counter taking on the role. Did 
you know that we have a robust testing process for all new and replacement 
products? Jack now heads up that process and ensures that everything we 
stock performs just as we claim, and ensures it’s suited for your needs. Have 
a suggestion for a product you think we should stock? Let us know! 

We said last time our website, flints.co.uk, was being re-designed. That work 
has happened, and we are hopeful it will launch by June. It allows cash and 
credit account customers to place orders for virtually all the products listed in 
this catalogue online. Why not sign up for an online account for easy ordering? 
In the meantime, we hope that you enjoy our new catalogue.

Flints is a small business that genuinely cares about not just the arts and 
entertainment industries, but also our local community, and the staff we 
employ. These principles are laid out in our Quality Manual as part of our ISO 
9001 accreditation. 

As employers we aim to provide colleagues with a safe, pleasant, and engaging 
working environment and opportunities to increase their skills and for 
professional development. We are committed to recruiting from all sectors 
of society and to the principles of apprenticeship. We’re proud to say that in 
most cases our apprentices have been offered a full-time position at Flints, on 
completion of their apprenticeship. 

We hold London Living Wage accreditation, 
and are delighted to be able to properly 
support our staff in this way, unlike so many 
bigger businesses out there.  We also believe 
in empowering our staff to allow them to 
do their jobs to the best of their ability, and ensure that our customers are 
receiving the best service possible. 

We’re constantly reviewing our product ranges, and services offered to make 
sure we are fulfilling all our customers’ needs, but this year we’ve had a focus 
on eco-swaps. Read more about this on page 2. This year over 300 new product 
lines have been added to this catalogue, and we’ve introduced new packaging 
materials and standards to ensure goods arrive safely.

We’re really open to feedback to help improve our services (or just to 
compliment us!)  so if you have anything you’d like to comment on, suggestions 
to make, or product requests, please do email us on feedback@flints.co.uk. 

Visit flints.co.uk 
for all the latest 

information

All prices in 
this catalogue
exclude VAT

To visit our Deptford Trade Counter:
Tube:  We are a short 15 minute walk from Surrey  
 Quays, New Cross Gate, New Cross & Deptford.
Bus: Nearest stop is Deptford Fire Station which is  
 served by bus No’s: 199, 188 & 47
Boat: We are a 15 minute walk from Greenland Pier.
Bike: We are just off the Cycle Quiet Way Number 1 
 linking Greenwich to the West End. Turn off  
 near Folkestone Gardens. We love bikes!
Car: Be sure to approach Blackhorse Road from  
 Evelyn Street.

Opening Hours

Trade Counter
8:30 am — 5.30 pm Monday to Friday

Telephone Sales & Customer Services
8:30 am — 5.30 pm Monday to Friday

HOW TO FIND FLINTS

WHY SHOP WITH FLINTS?

Unit 9 Deptford Trading Estate, Blackhorse Road, London, SE8 5HYT: 020 7703 9786 www.flints.co.uk

SYMBOLS & GUIDE TO CATALOGUETHANKS & ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

This product is new to our catalogue

Marine product

We love it

Sells like hot cakes

Cheap as chips

Excellent value product

Separate brochure available

Colour swatch available

Video available

Suitable for Personal Protective Equipment

Product suitable for lifting operations

Product is CE and/or UKCA marked [used only sparingly]

Product is also available to hire

Adhesion value in approximate newtons per 10 mm4.9

Regrettably, no longer available

This item is being sold as cheap as we dare go before Andy Repka, 
our Finance Director, shouts at us

Tradeline

Purchase by phone, at our shop 
or online.

We accept most credit cards.

Flints is a full member of the 
Lifting Equipment Engineers Association

Flints is approved to ISO 9001: 2015

Flints is a member of the Association of British 
Theatre Technician Industry Supporters Group

Back in Black 
 Welcome to the 2023/2024 edition of the Flints 
Reference Catalogue containing thousands of products, gigabytes 
of useful information and a handful of good jokes. Whatever your field, I hope 
you find inspiration within its’ pages.
 The search for new and interesting products to bring you has always been 
Flints’ core mission, but for this edition, inspired by the ABTT’s Theatre Green 
Book and by many of you, we have been putting environmental concerns down 
stage centre of this process. For example our new range of Spirit Renaissnace 
Eco Paint Brushes [page 72] have handles made of recycled plastic and 
bamboo waste, our new Flints BioBeads [page 101] are a biodegradable 
alternative to polystyrene beads [we are still working on sheets – watch this 
space]. Our Product Manager, Jack, is especially proud of his Cork Granules 
[page 48] idea to replace foam crumbs or rubber chips. We now list Dekozell 
[page 44], made from 100% cellulose fibres, a renewable resource, which 
is great as a texture coating and is recommended by Emma Troubridge of the 
Royal Opera House amongst many others. Our Earthborne Wall Glaze [page 
55] is an entirely plastic-free alternative to traditional emulsion glazes.  
Or how about Treefix ties [page 208] to replace plastic cable ties or PVC 
tape? The list goes on, and so do our efforts - read more about this on page 
2. Away from our “greener” products there is the Viking Arm [page 307 
& 360] which we think has a myriad of uses on a stage and then there is 
our ever-expanding range of Rader Busch castors [from page 241], designed 
specifically with the theatre and film industries in mind. Nothing is greener 
than using quality products that can be re-used again and again. Finally, there 
is the blackest paint we have ever sold: Flints Very Black paint [page 7].
 Stepping back, it has been wonderful to see the theatre sector recovering 
from the Covid pandemic even if it is clear that there is some way to go. Cuts in 
spending on the Arts, especially outside London, are having a direct effect on 
production budgets. In London reduced visitor numbers and the Government’s 
levelling up agenda is adding pressure onto both the commercial West End and 
national companies. While our business in theatres is still in a recovery phase, 
our work with customers in the Film and TV sector continues to grow, and 
we are very grateful for it. Our van has become a well-recognised feature on 
studios around London serving customers working in Art Departments and now 
increasingly Gaffers and Camera Operators too. You are all very welcome. Do 
let us know if you feel that we are missing anything from our range – we really 
do want to be the one stop shop that delivers to your door!
 My thanks go to those involved in producing this catalogue. Our Customer 
Services team, headed by Talia, have been reporting product ideas from 
customers. Please do keep those ideas rolling in. Our Purchasing team: John, 
Yvie, Emily and Cat have been sourcing (and often re-sourcing) products for 
inclusion, negotiating with our suppliers to ensure that our customers benefit 
from the best possible prices. Collating all the information and organising it 
into a concise, authoritative and above all readable reference catalogue falls 
to our Marketing Manager Hannah who has been ably assisted by Jack. Each 
edition brings her new challenges: new and updated products, discontinued 
lines, regulatory changes, crazy ideas from the Managing Director, an ever 
increasing awareness of environmental issues, the technical aspects of turning 
a database of thousands of products into a paper catalogue. Hannah does this 
all with unfailing good humour and everyone at Flints is grateful to her, but 
especially me. 
 I have a picture of Angus Young of AC/DC throwing around a can of good 
old Bolloms paint as part of the promotion of the Highway to Hell album which 
I would love to have used to illustrate this letter. If that famous blue and white 
striped can was good enough for the greatest rock and roll band in history, it 
was good enough for me, and appropriate too as Flints black is now widely seen 
as today’s Bolloms black. Unfortunately the image is copyrighted so you will 
just have to Google it. And my apologies if none of this means anything to you, 
it must be great being young.

       
     Ben Lyle, Managing Director
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This product is a Flints Own productF
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